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ABSTRACT
A number of theoretical measures were evaluated in terms of their ability to predict the
effect on speech intelligibility of different
types of noise reduction (NR) for listeners
with impaired and normal hearing.
Twenty listeners with hearing impairment and
ten listeners with normal hearing participated
in a blinded laboratory study. An adaptive
speech test, with sentences in babble noise,
was used. The speech test produces results
in terms of physical signal-to-noise ratios that
correspond to equal speech recognition performance with and without the NR algorithms,
algorithms
which facilitates a direct statistical test of how
well the predictive measures agree with the
experimental results.
Three NR algorithms and a reference
condition were compared. The experimental
results were used to evaluate a number of
predictive measures, including a standard
Speech Intelligibility Index (SII) method, two
time-variable SII methods, and one coherence-based SII method. Further, one measure based on the correlation between band
envelope magnitudes of clean and processed
noisy speech was evaluated.
Short-time analysis of the SNR and methods
based on correlation of the clean speech and
the processed noisy speech did best in the
comparison.

BACKGROUND
Noise
N
i reduction
d ti (NR) iis commonly
l used
d iin
modern hearing aids. It would be of great
value if predictive measures could be used to
indicate the effect of various NR algorithms
prior to laboratory or field testing with listeners.
The now reported work was part of a larger
study, where both speech intelligibility and
sound quality of NR processed speech were
evaluated. The sound-quality work has been
reported by Smeds et al. (2010), and further
details can be found in two theses (Nilsson,
2010; Wolters, 2010).

METHOD
Participants
• 20 listeners with impaired hearing (HI),
62-82 years (mean: 72 years)
• 10 listeners with normal hearing (NH),
19-28 years (mean: 23 years)

P
Pros:
• No assumptions about transfer functions
from calculated scores to predicted speech
recognition scores necessary
• Easy to statistically test if a predictive
measure shows good performance, i.e.,
gives the same results for all conditions.
SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY INDEX, SII
• Calculated according to ANSI S3.5 (1997)
• Long-term average speech and noise
spectra
• Using a desensitization factor suggested
by Pavlovic et al. (1986)

Hearing aids
• Inteo 9,, Widex A/S
• Bilateral fittings
• Linearly programmed according to
NAL-R – 6 dB
• Tight earmoulds
• Real-ear and coupler-gain measurements
Noise Reduction Algorithms
• WEDM – Bayesian noise estimator based
on the Weighted Euclidean Distortion
Measure, implemented by Loizou (2007)
• Wiener – Wiener filtering based on a priori
SNR estimation, implemented by Loizou
(2007)
• PSSLP – Perceptually tuned Spectral
Subtraction algorithm with Low-Pass
filtered spectral filter coefficients,
coefficients (Luts et
al., 2010)
Hagerman speech test
• Swedish adaptive sentence test
• 5-word sentences with a fixed syntax
• Female talker
• 8-talker artificial babble noise derived from
the
h ISTS signal
i
l
• Result: SNR at 80% correctly repeated
key-words.
Evaluation procedure
• Individual results from the speech test (SNR
at 80% correct) entered in all calculations.
• A good predictive measure will give the
same calculated value for all conditions.
• Tested with Friedman’s analysis of variance
by ranks

For both HI and NH listeners, the results for
the four listening conditions differ (Friedman,
p<0 05) ii.e.,
p<0.05),
e the SII is not a good predictor of
the effect the NR algorithms have on speech
recognition.
EXTENDED SII, ESII
• Rhebergen and Versfeld (2005)
• Long-time average speech spectrum and
short-time (9-35 ms) noise spectrum
analysis
• Takes forward masking into account

For the HI listeners, the results for the four
conditions do not differ (Friedman, p>0.05).
For the NH listeners, the results for the listening conditions differ (Friedman, p<0.05)
.
THREE-LEVEL COHERENCE SII, CSII
• Kates and Arehart (2005)
• Short-time (8 ms) spectrum analysis
• Three level regions
g
based on RMS values
• Signal-to-distortion ratio: coherence
between clean speech and processed
noisy speech
• CSII calculated for each level region
separately
• Final measure a weighted sum of the
contributions from the three level regions.

SHORT-TIME SII, STSII
• Short-time (25 ms) spectrum analysis
• ANSI S3.5 standard (1997)
• Densensitisation factor (Pavlovic et al.
1986)

For the HI listeners,, the results for the four
conditions do not differ (Friedman, p>0.05).
For the NH listeners, the results for the
listening conditions differ (Friedman, p<0.05).
CONCLUSIONS
None of the theoretical measures was able to
predict the speech test results for both
groups of listeners
listeners. Short
Short-time
time analysis of the
SNR and methods based on correlation of
the clean speech and the processed noisy
speech seems most promising.
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